Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel modeling method, Stochastic Game Nets (SGN) and use it to model and analyze the attack actions in electronic commerce (ecommerce). Firstly, the definition and modeling algorithm of Stochastic Game Nets are given. And then we apply the Stochastic Game Nets method to describe the attack and defense course in e-commerce. Finally we analyze the attack time and attack probability in the e-commerce quantificationally based on the model successfully. The method can also be applied to other areas with respect to a game.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic commerce (e-commerce) refers to the exchange of goods and services over the Internet. All major retail brands have an online presence, and many brands have no associated bricks and mortar presence. Ecommerce systems are relevant for the services industry. For example, online banking and brokerage services allow customers to retrieve bank statements online, transfer funds, pay credit card bills, apply for and receive approval for a new mortgage, buy and sell securities, and get financial guidance and information.
Nowadays, e-commerce has become an important technology for the dissemination of information and transferring business critical data from customers to businesses. A secure system accomplishes its task with no unintended side effects. Security is not a number of features, but a system process. The weakest link in the chain determines the security of the system. This has given rise to the dichotomy faced by those partaking in the information economy paradigm. Security has become an ever increasingly critical element of e-commerce designs and implementations.
More recently, the notion of intrusion tolerance has been advocated to allow the system to continue performing its intended function despite partially successful attacks, e.g., see Nicol, Sanders and Trivedi [1] . Most attempts to validate security mechanisms and strategies have been qualitative by showing the process employed to construct a security system. In face of various attack Actions, security specialists are interested in knowing how an intruder enters e-commerce systems, and how to prevent or to counteract attacks more efficiently. The quantificational security analysis for ecommerce can make the security mechanisms and strategies more effective.
Game theory has been recently proposed by several studies for a theoretical analysis of network security [2] [3] . In [4] a model for attacker and intrusion detection system (IDS) is designed as action within a two-person, nonzero-sum, non cooperative game framework. The possible use of game theory for development of decision and control algorithms is investigated. In [5] , authors regard the interactions between an attacker and the defender as a two-player, non-cooperative, zero-sum, finite stochastic game and formulate an attack defense stochastic game model for the game. Liu, Zang and Yu [6] presented a general incentive-based method to model attacker intent, objectives, and strategies (AIOS) and a game-theoretic approach to infer AIOS. Wang and Reiter [7] and Bencsth, Buttyn and Vajda [7] proposed the puzzle auction mechanism to defend the DoS and DDoS attacks based on game theory. Xu and Lee [8] used gametheoretical framework to analyze the performance of their proposed DDoS defense system and to guide its design and performance tuning accordingly.
On the other hand, the quantitative evaluation of the e-commerce security is more and more important. [10] presents a quantitative model to measure known Unix security vulnerabilities using a privilege graph, which is transformed into a Markov chain. The model allows for the characterization of operational security expressed as the mean effort to security failure, as proposed by [9] . Based on the game theoretic, some methods to model and compute the probabilities of malicious user actions for use in stochastic models is suggested, the optimal strategy of the attack is calculated and, following the approach of [11] . In [12] [13], Karin Sallhammar etc. researched the quantitative measure methods unite the game theory and stochastic models.
In most previous work, the interactions between the attacker and defender are described as some game relations. A purely competitive (zero-sum) stochastic game would always make us find a Nash equilibrium. A general-sum stochastic game would allow us to find potentially multiple Nash equilibrium. A Nash equilibrium gives an idea of the administrator for the attacker's strategy and a plan for how to do in each state in the event of an attack. According to the Nash equilibrium, we could know about the attacker's best attack strategies. By using a stochastic game model, we are also able to capture the probabilistic nature of the state transitions, which is more realistic.
However, some essential limitations of solutions affect applications of the game theory in network security. Firstly, for the complex network structure, the game theory has not enough modeling abilities to describe interaction relations. The comprehensive and exact models of network security are hard to upbuild. Secondly, the complicated state transitions make us hard to model the dynamic Actions of participators in computer networks by using the existing modeling methods. At the same time, it is difficult to update when conditions change. Thirdly, in the general game model, the full state space can be extremely large. However, we are interested in only a small subset of states which are in attack scenarios. In addition, for reality, it may be difficult to quantify the rewards for some actions and the associated transition probabilities.
In the predecessor of this paper [14] [15] stochastic game nets (SGN) is proposed to compute and analyze the expected game actions and Nash equilibrium as a part of the transition probabilities in SGN is introduced. In this paper, we apply SGN to model and analyze the ecommerce attacks and defendence and compute the Nash equilibrium. By analyzing the attack time and probability in the e-commerce quantificationally, we explain the strategies are reasonable and instruct the administrator apply these results to enhance the security of their system We believe that it could open a new avenue to deal with the problems of e-commerce security.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the definitions and useful properties of Stochastic Game Nets. In Section 3, the modeling and analysis method are researched based on the SGN model. Section 4 analyzes attack actions of e-commerce and its security problems. In Section 5 the Stochastic Game Nets are applied to model attack and defense Actions in ecommerce. Section 6 analyzes the attack time and probability in the e-commerce quantificationally using the SGN model. Section 7 concludes the paper.
II. STOCHASTIC GAME NETS
A. In this section, we define Stochastic Game Nets (SGN), and then give some useful properties for the Stochastic Game Nets. We first provide the definition for Stochastic Game Nets. Note that this definition extends definition of Stochastic Petri Nets (SGN) by means of the Stochastic Game mechanism, whose understanding may refer to [9] for more details.
Definition 1.
A Stochastic Game Net is represented as the nine-tuple vector SGN= (N, P, T, F, π, λ, R, U, M0), where
denotes the set of players, (2) P is a finite set of places, (3)
is a finite set of transitions, where Tk is the set of transitions with respect to player k for N k ∈ , (4) π : T→[0,1] is a routing policy representing the probability of choosing a particular transition,
is a set of arcs, where
where φ is a empty set, for a convenience, we denote
) ,..., , ( :
is a reward function for the players taking each transition, where 
Players get the reward R(t) after the firing of the transition t and the reward is recorded in the reward vector h of the token. Definition 2 (Strategy): In a SGN model, a strategy for player k is described as a vector
, where
is the probability that Player k takes action t j and w j =|T k |. Given a n players game, let
, where p denotes the initial state of player k. Definition 3. In a game, Let P be the whole state space, T k be the action set of player k. We call P k the state set of player k, and
, where for
.In other words, at the state k t p p ∈ , player k can take action t . Definition 4. It is a unilaterally competitive game if for each
For analyzing complicated game problems, it is an effective method to set up the player models firstly and then combine the whole model. In one unilaterally competitive game, SGN player models have the useful proposition.
Definition 5 (Nash Equilibrium): Given a N players game, a Nash Equilibrium (NE) is a vector π
k is any alternative mixed strategy of player k except for π k* .
For a NE π * , no player does not have has an incentive to deviate from its mixed strategy given that the others do not deviate. Moreover, there is no mutual incentive for anyone of the players to deviate their equilibrium strategies π . A deviation will mean that some of them will have lowered their optimal expected utility. So, the NE is also known as best responses. Note that if the two sets P and T contain finite elements, then the two sets λ and F both have finite elements. In this case, a Stochastic Game Net (N, P, T, F, π, λ, R, U, M 0 ) can be mapped to an N-person game, where the transition set T in the Stochastic Game Nets composes the finite of strategies, and U corresponds to the reward functions in the N-person game. Based on this, according to Nash's theorem in Nash [10] . There is at least one NE under the setting of mixed strategies. Therefore, we can clearly obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For an Stochastic Game Net
, and the two sets P and T contain finite elements, then there exits a Nash Equilibrium under the setting of mixed strategies.
In the rest of this section, we present an algorithm for solving the Stochastic Game Nets to find the optimal strategy of each player, i.e., to find the NE. In what follows, we give the details of the four steps in our algorithm.
A. Construct SGN models for each player
First we need identify the game elements and make certain the actions of different players and then assign reward values.
(1) Constructing the transitions set T . It consists of all possible actions. Note that there will always be an action φ for players, which represents that the player takes no action at all. T is a complete set of all actions. But, all actions will not necessarily be available in any special state. We use transition T i to refer to the set of actions available in the state i .
(2) Assigning reward values R. In SGN model, we assign values ) , ( :
to each transitions T to represent the reward gained by the player when an action finished. If the reward is negative, it expresses the player suffered loss. Reward can be used to social status and satisfaction versus disrespect and disappointment, as well as real values, e.g. financial gain and loss.
(3) Constructing the set of places P. We use the places to describe the states of the system or player according to the results or infections of the actions. And use the arc F denotes the consequence between the P and T.
B. Describe the the utility of players
The objective of each player is to maximize its expected return. For the constructed SGN, the utility of the player is equal to the sum of utility of places he passed until leave the SGN. We denote 
) , , ( 
C. Solve the Nash Equilibrium
Our model relies on the basic assumption of game theory, which states that a rational player will always try to maximize his own reward. For each place i p , which is modeled as a matrix game i G , where the action sets of attacker and defender are } , , , { 
These strategies will be denoted 
The purpose of the stochastic game model is to predict the complete set of attack probability vectors } { π strategies for all game elements in the stochastic game, refer to [12] , one can use Alg. 1, which is based on the Shapley algorithm [16] . 
ALGORITHM TO COMPUTE EXPECTED STRATEGY
We believe that the optimal attack strategy set } { * * i π π = will be a good indication of the expected attack probabilities.
D. Construct the SGN
This step is to construct the whole model for every player based on the above step computational results. The material method is as follows (1) Assume the preferences λ for each transition T in the whole model, which express the different action abilities.
(2) If, in place k, the action k i a of player A will impede the player B's, then we describe this case by the success probability. Namely, in SGN combine models, the action success probability of the play B should multiply by the following coefficientα . . We can analyze these actions as following rules (1) If the action succeeds the attacker will receive the reward associated with the particular attack.
(2) If the action fails no reward will be achieved.
(3) If the action is detected, the attacker will receive the cost associated with the attack.
Resign and interrupt the ongoing attack. This is denoted action k mk a . The attacker will most likely experience this option as a defeat, hence, by resigning he will receive a cost, which magnitude depends on both how far the attack has proceeded as well as the probability that the attack would have remained undetected if he had chosen to continue.
The probability that the attacker will choose action i in state k will be denoted p attack ( . . , n}, will be the complete set of decision probability vectors for the SGN model. To continue an attack from place k, the attacker not only has to decide upon an atomic attack action but he also must succeed with the action. Assuming that the reward and cost result from the transitions, the probability that an attacker may cause a transition of the system from place k to the places that denote attack results can therefore be computed as
Where M[p r ] denotes the token number in the place p r , p r denote the result places of attack actions. Namely the P attack ( k i a ) is the probability that the attack result place is not empty. We can compute the attack time based on the throughput of the transition in the SGN model as (8) .
Where H is marking set of the attack transition, attack λ is firing rate of the attack transition. So the attack time can be computed as following.
If the attacker chooses action k mk a , or fails, no state change occurs. Hence, to incorporate attacker action in the transition probabilities when parameterizing a SGN model, one should identify all atomic attack actions, i.e., those transitions that can be caused by attackers, assign success probabilities to the atomic attack actions, and compute and assign decision probabilities to the atomic attack actions.
III. SECURITY IN E-COMMERCE

A. Game in E-Commerce
In a typical e-commerce experience, a shopper proceeds to a Web site to browse a catalog and make a purchase. This simple activity illustrates the four major players in e-commerce security. One player is the shopper who uses his browser to locate the site. The site is usually operated by a merchant, also a player, whose business is to sell merchandise to make a profit. As the merchant business is selling goods and services, not building software, he usually purchases most of the software to run his site from third-party software vendors. The software vendor is the last of the three legitimate players. The attacker is the player whose goal is to exploit the other three players for illegitimate gains. The Fig. 1 illustrates the players in a shopping experience. Here, we think the web site and software provider as the illegitimate defender. The attacker can besiege the players and their resources with various damaging or benign schemes that result in system exploitation. Threats and vulnerabilities are classified under confidentiality, integrity, and availability. A threat is a possible attack against a system. It does not necessarily mean that the system is vulnerable to the attack. Vulnerability is a weakness in the system, but it is not necessarily known by the attacker. Vulnerabilities exist at entry and exit points in the system. Attacks against e-commerce Web sites are so alarming, they follow right after violent crimes in the news. Practically every month, there is an announcement of an attack on a major Web site where sensitive information is obtained. The developers producing ecommerce software are pulled from the same pool of developers as those who work on other software. In fact, this relatively new field is an attraction for top talent. The criminal population did not undergo a sudden explosion, but the incentives of an e-commerce exploit are a bargain compared to other illegal opportunities. Actions According to the above security analysis, the attack and defense actions are described as follows:
1) Attack Actions
Tricking the shopper Some of the easiest and most profitable attacks are based on tricking the shopper. These attacks involve surveillance of the shopper's Action, gathering information to use against the shopper.
Scanning the shopper's client Based on the opened ports found, the attacker can use various techniques to gain entry into the user's system. Upon entry, they scan your file system for personal information, such as passwords.
Sniffing the network The attacker monitors the data between the shopper's computer and the server. He collects data about the shopper or steals personal information, such as credit card numbers.
Guessing passwords This style of attack is manual or automated. Manual attacks are laborious, and only successful if the attacker knows something about the shopper. The attacker can automate to go against multiple sites at one time.
Using denial of service attacks
The denial of service attack involves getting the server to perform a large number of mundane tasks, exceeding the capacity of the server to cope with any other task. This attack not only causes the target site to experience problems, but also the entire Internet as the number of packets is routed via many different paths to the target.
2) Defense Actions
Despite the existence of hackers and crackers, ecommerce remains a safe and secure activity. The resources available to large companies involved in eCommerce are enormous. These companies will pursue every legal route to protect their customers. Fig. 2 shows a high-level illustration of defenses available against attacks. At the end of the day, your system is only as secure as the people who use it. Education is the best way to ensure that the shoppers take appropriate precautions:
Education
Before the beginning of e-commerce, let shoppers know about the security mechanisms and possible attack action adequately.
Install personal firewalls
Install personal firewalls for the client machines.
Secure Socket Layer
Encrypt the stream using the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol to protect information flowing between the client and the e-Commerce Web site.
Encrypt password information
Store password information in encrypted form.
External security audits and firewalls
Use appropriate policies, firewalls, and routine external security audits.
In addition, use threat model analysis, strict development policies, and external security audits to protect software running the Web site. Based on the game course between the attacker and defender, we can two action sets. Specially, when a player does nothing, we denote this inaction as ø. We assume that the defender does not know whether there is an attacker or not. Also, the attacker may have several objectives and strategies that the defender does not know. Furthermore, not all of the attacker's actions can be observed.
IV. SGN MODEL OF E-COMMERCE
In this section, we describe the above actions in the ecommerce by SGN. The Fig. 3 shows how the attacker sees the situation change as a result of his actions. The Fig. 4 shows the defender's viewpoint. In these Figures, places represent network states containing the symbolic name. Each transition is labeled with an action t(p, r), p is the success probability of the transition, and r denotes the reward, in which the attacker need make choice to attack actions. In the Fig. 4 , there are 10 places, where {p l11 , p l21 , p l31 , p l41 , p l51 } denote the low security level the normal state. And {p h11 , p h21 , p h31 , p h41 , p h51 } denote the high security level the normal state, which are the results of the defense actions. In addition, in these model, the actions have the success probabilities and as follows. )=4.9231. They will then be used in the transition probability of the combined model for the security evaluation and analysis.
By the above method we mentioned, we construct the co-mbination model based on the player models, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The SGN combination model can be shown as In the model of Fig.5 , the gray transitions denote the attacker's actions, and the success probability of the transitions can be computed by (6) . We give the action ability λ and choice probability π of transitions as Table  III . The values of π are computational results using the algorithm we proposed. 
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Now we use the software package SPNP (Stochastic Petri Net Package) [17] to compute the model and analyze the attack actions. We mainly concern the attack action time and probability for the e-commerce. According to the SGN model, we can find the attack time and attack probability can be computed by formulae (7) and (9) . For different attack arrival rate, the attack probability with the network system time can be shown as the Fig. 6 . From the Figures, we can find the attack probability increases as the system time increases. Some attack actions, such as Scan_client, Sniff_ network, Guess_passwords, should be defended inevitably. The other attack action can be controlled effectively.
(attack rate=1) (attack rate=5) Figure 6 . Attack probability with network system time(attack rate=1) (attack rate=1) (attack rate=5) Figure 7 . Attack time with network system time(attack rate=1) Fig. 7 shows the time different attack actions intrude into system successfully. Obviously, Use_DoS and Trick_shopper need more time for attackers. From the four figures, we can find that as the system tends to the steady state, the successful attack probability has nothing to do with the attack rate. This is an important conclusion, according to which, the administrators can consider the fixed attack probability and time for a given network when design the defendence stratgies and which are only relate to the ability and anticipant reward of the attacker, and are independent of the attack rate. Based on the above SGN model, some other security attributes can also be evaluated and analyzed. And then the corresponding effective defending mechanism can be designed.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a security model for ecommerce by a novel modeling method, Stochastic Game Nets. The model could inherit the efficient and flexible modeling approach of Stochastic Petri Nets, and also make well use of the game-theoretical framework from Stochastic Game theory. Based on the model, we computed the strategy π as the choice probabilities under Nash equilibrium and analyzed time and probabilities of different attack actions for e-commerce. And some useful results have been obtained. According to these results, some effective defending mechanism can be designed.
